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Introduction

Rapid advances in electronic and computer technology have ushered in what we call an age of information.
The exponential growth of the Internet and the Web has flooded us with huge quantities of data in different
formats on a variety of subjects. To manage this colossal amount of data and extract useful information
out of it, we need efficient and effective means of organizing and indexing the data. Though these data are
available in different forms and the amount of available multimedia data (images, speech, audio, video etc)
is rapidly increasing, textual data continues to be a fundamental and very widely prevalent form of storing
information. Textual information can be broadly classified into three categories based on their structure :
(i) unstructured data (ii) structured data and (iii) semi-structured data.

1.1

Unstructured data

Unstructured data means raw text, separated by punctuation and syntactic tags. Information available in
the Web or the Internet which are crawled and indexed by popular search engines comprise mainly of HTML
files. The tags in HTML are of only syntactic nature, they hardly indicate any semantic information about
the content. Moreover, HTML does not have stringent structure; HTML allows files to contain start-tags
without proper nesting and corresponding end-tags. While this feature gives a free-hand and lot of ease to
the developer, we loose the structural information or meta-data from HTML. Our present-day Internet search
engines which index and search mostly HTML pages perform retrieval by returning hundreds of matched
documents for a keyword-based single-query given by user. While some of these documents are relevant,
most of them constitute irrelevant and imprecise data. User often feels sort of getting lost in finding the
right information out of piles of data.

1.2

Structured data

Structured data means data within a pre-defined stringent format, e.g. database records. Here the meta-data
gives a clear idea about the content with its type, length and other attributes. The user can have specific and
exact answer to his/her information need but, (s)he is constrained by the simple, fixed and parameterized
mode of query. One can not extract information without an idea of the database meta-data.

1.3

Semi-structured data

Semi-structured data, as the name suggests, come in between the above two. It has a more stringent structure
than unstructured data but not as rigid as structured one. From the information retrieval perspective,
retrieving requested information is not only enough, but information of the right granularity with as little
non-relevant content as possible is equally important to the user. Hence we need to incorporate structural
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information into our search technique which is not possible with present-day search engines crawling and
indexing the surface web that comprise mainly of unstructured data. Moreover 75% of data in web pages
are derived from deep web which are stored in databases as structured data and hence not crawlable by
search engines. We certainly need to access them. But at the same time, we cannot constraint users to have
fair idea of meta-data as pre-requisite for information query. To circumvent the problem hence we need easy
conversion and interoperability between these structured and unstructured data-formats. The eXtensible
Markup Language or XML1 as a semi-structured data is a right candidate to fit the bill and has emerged
as a new standard for data representation and exchange on the Internet. Unlike HTML, XML can have
user-defined tags which identify the meaning of the data contained between them. Each data-component is
mandatorily encapsulated within a start-tag and an end-tag. Relationship between different data-elements is
specified via nesting and references. XML data files can be rendered via specifications in XSL 2 , the eXtensible
Stylesheet Language. Guidelines for visually rendering XML data files can be specified using XSL, XSLT
etc. Using XML, the issues of information content and information rendering can be separated, making
it easy to provide multiple views of the same data. Laborious, error-prone, and unmaintainable “screenscraping”3 [Wid99] as a method for extracting useful data from HTML Web pages is greatly reduced, since
XML is designed for data representation – it is simple, easily parsed, and self-describing. Readers can refer to
[Wid99] for an example of HTML to XML conversion, and the W3 consortium 4 for XML representations of
database tables. Moreover XML can serve as a platform for large-scale data integration among organizations
based on some common syntax or DTD [Lev99]. From a user’s perspective, XML enables him/her to pose
more expressive and precise queries using XQuery or other XML query languages hitherto impossible with
unstructured HTML pages like:
1. Find all authors with two or more SIGIR publications in the same year.
2. Which professors from IIT-Kharagpur are teaching IR and have research projects on XML ?
3. What work has been done by the Computer Science departments at IITs during 2000-2005 on semistructured data ?
and hence get more precise and less irrelevant results by exploiting the structural information represented
via XML.
Since XML forms a bridge between unstructured data like HTML and structured data like database
records, efforts are continuously being made in to address the issues of storing, indexing and querying XML
data from both the Information Retrieval and Database communities. There have already been a couple
of surveys focusing on some specific areas pertaining to XML. One of the earliest among them was by Luk
et al.[LCDL00], where existing commercial systems or prototypes of XML retrieval were discussed from
three different angles, namely: DB-oriented systems, IR-oriented systems and Hybrid (DB + IR) systems.
However Luk et al. do not discuss retrieval models at all. Another survey [CMS01] sums up the ACM SIGIR
2000 workshop on XML and IR, examining query languages for searching XML documents as well as text
annotations using XML, but does not contain any discussion on retrieval models. Luk et al.’s updated survey
[LLD+ 02] addresses this point, and is a good starting point for studying indexing and searching techniques for
XML documents. The authors provide an elaborate discussion of different indexing and searching techniques
and retrieval models implemented and practised up to that point of time. However, the area has evolved
dramatically and taken a more mature shape since then. INEX, a TREC-like evaluation forum dedicated
to XML retrieval was started in 2002 and the growing participation at INEX indicates the importance of
research on XML Retrieval. This survey will essentially discuss these recent developments. While we do
provide a brief overview of XML retrieval from the Database perspective, our primary focus is on XML
retrieval from the IR point of view.
The rest of this survey is organized as follows. First we outline some issues pertaining to querying data
from the web applications, querying databases through an XML interface, and querying the XML data
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/xsl/
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screen

scraping

4 http://www.w3.org/XML/RDB.html/
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itself with various XML query languages(section 2). Section 3 first summarizes the work done to formalize
evaluation metrics for XML retrieval and then analyzes various models for storing, indexing and retrieving
XML data and the corresponding ranking strategies. We conclude in section 4.

2

Database Approach

The database community has attacked the problem of managing and querying the information available on
the Internet mainly by applying database concepts to the web. Florescu et al., in their excellent survey
[FLM98] divided the whole task into three classes: (a) modeling and querying the web, (b) information
extraction and integration and (c) web site construction and restructuring.
(a) Two different models of the Web were considered. First, a graph data model views the Web as a
directed graph whose nodes are web pages and edges are the hyperlinks between them. The second one
was a semi-structured data model like XML. Though XML was in a very nascent stage at that time,
the survey discusses different query languages for semi-structured data like Lorel[AQM + 97], UnQL
[PSGD96], StruQL [FFLS97], WebOQL[AM98], FLORID [HLLS97].
(b) Data integration among different web sources was done mainly with the help of wrappers. Unfortunately wrapper construction suffered a major bottleneck because of heterogeneous structure of different
web sources. The authors stressed that the emergence of XML would help web-data integration by
simplifying the construction of wrappers.
(c) [FLM98] discussed the issues pertaining to web site construction based on a query and creating multiple
versions of a webpage tailored to different classes of applications or users. Their proposed architecture
is based on a semi-structured data model for both the underlying data where query is made as well as
the web site structure.
The problems discussed in [FLM98] were largely solved by Luk et al.[LCDL00]. In their survey of
commercially available XML search engines, they opined that since XML can be applied to represent data
in databases as well as in HTML files, it will enable transfer of data in a standard format across different
systems on different platforms. Hence data integration, web-page construction and restructuring would be
much simpler. Creating multiple views for different class of users or applications with the same underlying
data can also be done easily by rendering XML data through XSL. Nowadays,the contents of increasing
number of databases are published on the Internet in XML formats. Thus a traditional database engine can
provide search facilities using SQL and present the results using dynamic webpages. This approach requires
XML documents to conform to a pre-defined Document Type Definition, or DTD (meta-data that provides a
legal structure to XML so that it can work as a platform-independent, interoperable language). But still DTD
at its current stage suffers from poor data and referential integrity constraints. Hence while transferring data
from database to XML is comparatively easy and straight-forward, putting XML documents into database
is more difficult and requires more careful handling. The survey [LCDL00] also discussed the improvement
of XML query languages like XML-QL[FAA+ 99].
Querying XML data has been one of the major thrust areas among the database community. Uniquely
identifying an XML element is considered as the first step to indexing and querying the XML data. Xpath 5 is
used to address parts of an XML document.[RG03] discuss some of the query languages like Quilt, XQL and
XQuery6 . Quilt is influenced by its earlier predecessors Lorel and YATL. XQuery is basically an improved
and tuned version of Quilt, XQL and XML-QL.
[PHN01] and [BGK+ 02] explored the potential of XML as an interface between web application and
back-end database. They describe ROLEX (Relational On-Line Exchange with XML), a system developed
at Bell-labs for providing (i) data-integrity and consistent interoperability with relational database and (ii)
the performance required by busy web or e-commerce applications. ROLEX provides better performance
5 http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath/
6 http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery/
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than usual XML-relational middleware which generally caches application data for speed but sacrifices dataintegrity and concurrency.
The system uses here main-memory DB platform(DataBlitz) to reduce latency in the interaction with
DBMS. It provides web applications LIVE virtual XML views of relational data through standard APIs
like parser-based SAX7 or tree-based DOM8 . They considered navigation by document traversal(“sequential
scan” and “DOM breadth-first traversal”) and parameterized queries. The system keeps the statistics of
navigation profile while it supports navigation of view queries through virtual DOM interface. When ROLEX
query-processor executes, it uses this navigation-probability associated with the arcs of DOM-tree to optimize
the view Queries [ROLEX uses modified VOLCANO-style rule-based optimizer] and takes suitable and costeffective execution plan chosen from its ‘decorrelation space’ (Decorrelation Plan space corresponding to
a correlated query at a particular node in the DOM-tree is a set of all possible SQL-like queries varying
number of parameters to the query). They showed that a node with small navigation probability but
having correlated query performs better with its deeply nested query whereas the node with high navigation
probability performs better with greater decorrelation. Though the thrust was on better optimization and
better performance bypassing application caching and parsing of XML data it envisages coming of DB
technology to more fore-front than ever-before and plans to incorporate more complex navigation profile and
multi-query optimization strategy in ROLEX and passing some of the job of XSLT 9 processor into query
engine.
Apart from effectively querying XML data or exploring its application for interoperability, efforts are made
in the direction of storage issue. Whether XML should be kept in a file structure or within database ? Storing
XML data within traditional relational database is difficult [RG03]. Object-Relational database(ORDB) or
Object-Oriented(OODB) are being considered as more viable options[cor00]. Retrieval of information from
XML documents is also seen as a Object-view problem [Abi99] which can be based on ODMG model [Cat97].

3

Information Retrieval Approach

Traditional Information Retrieval techniques have successfully been applied to www as to index, store, query
and retrieve mostly unstructured documents available in the Internet. As XML turns out to be close cousin
of HTML, IR community relates the issues pertaining to XML retrieval alike. There has been a lot of work
to explore different aspects of XML data retrieval. Here we shall highlight some of these recent advances.

3.1

INEX : Initiative for the Evaluation of XML retrieval

Growing enthusiasm centering XML has prompted IR community to take ‘Initiative for the Evaluation of
XML retrieval’ (or INEX in short).Organized each year since 2002, INEX is a TREC 10 -like forum where
participating researchers can discuss and evaluate their retrieval techniques using uniform scoring procedures
over a reasonably large relevance-assessed test-collection11 . Entire work-area of INEX is divided into several
tasks/tracks:
1. Adhoc Track
Relevance feedback task
Natural query language task
2. Heterogeneous collection track
3. Interactive track
7 http://www.saxproject.org/
8 http://www.w3.org/DOM/
9 http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt11/
10 http://trec.nist.gov/
11 http://inex.is.informatik.uni-duisburg.de/2006/
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4. Document mining track
5. Multimedia track. And with newly added in INEX 2006
6. Use case studies track
7. XML Entity Ranking track.
We shall concentrate in this survey only on the Adhoc track which is the main track of INEX, specifically
focusing on the Content-Only(CO) sub-task while touching some issues of Content-And-Structure(CAS)
sub-task. But before going into the analysis of retrieval techniques under this track we should address two
pre-requisites : a brief discussion about query languages and that about evaluation metrics used in INEX.
3.1.1

Query Languages

INEX 2002 provided two types of queries specified in XML [KLM02] : CO queries and CAS queries. Though
CO query language did not need much change, CAS 2002 query language was insufficient for INEX 2003
problems. It necessitated extended version of XPath [KLM03] which also eventually proved too complex to
use correctly. INEX query working group outlined a list of changes [ST03] based on which came ‘Narrowed
Extended XPath I’ or NEXI [TS04a]. NEXI is a derivative language of XPath with added function about.
Unlike XPath, semantics in NEXI is not defined but is to be deduced by retrieval engine - this significant
feature differs from a database-oriented query language. For CO queries, NEXI does not allow any XMLelement restriction, neither needs any specification of target element. But CAS-queries here may contain
either explicit or implicit structural requirements.NEXI CAS queries come in two variants: Strict CAS(SCAS)
queries need target element to be specified and to be met for retrieval,while for Vague CAS (VCAS) queries
target path,if specified, serves as a hint and hence need not be necessarily fulfilled. NEXI has been successful
in reducing error-rate from 63% (2003)to 12% (2004) for CAS queries for Adhoc track, but it is still not
expressive enough for heterogeneous track and question answering [TS04b].
[ZBOW05] showed some improvement over NEXI with their GUI-based Bricks query system by reducing
syntactical complexity of query formulation process,minimizing required knowledge of document structure
but retaining full expressive power of NEXI.
[STW05] proposes a new query language named XXL (stands for FleXible XML Search Language) which
has a core of XQuery style language but is enhanced with a similarity operator(∼) on element names and
contents. Research is going on to formulate NEXI type query from natural language[WG05a].
3.1.2

Evaluation Metrics

The basic goal of XML-IR is like traditional IR, a ranked list of XML elements ordered by their relevance to the query. But unlike traditional IR where the whole document is returned, here only documentpart(element) is returned. These document-parts or elements can be of varying granularity and may contain
overlap among themselves. Hence traditional precision and recall are not enough to effectively rank XML
elements. [LM05],[Lal05] state that “the general task of an IR engine has been defined in INEX as the
task of returning, instead of whole documents, those components(XML elements) that are most specific and
exhaustive”. Hence we need to define specificity and exhaustivity in this context. Exhaustivity of an element
is defined as the extent how much of the topic or query is covered by the element while how much of the
element focuses on the topic is measured by its specificity(i.e. discusses no other irrelevant topics).
Both dimensions of a XML-element are measured in 4-point scale with degrees highly(3), fairly(2),
marginally(1) and not(0) exhaustive/specific. Hence each assessed component is assigned one relevance
degree combined by its exhaustivity and specificity as (e, s) ∈ ES where
ES = {(0, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 3)}
(10 meaningful combinations are taken out of total 16 possible cases). To apply different metrics two relevance
dimensions are mapped to a single relevance scale by a quantization function fquant (e, s) : ES → [0, 1]. Two
variants of f (e, s) are used:
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fstrict (e, s) = 1 if (e,s) =(3,3)
= 0 otherwise.

fSOG (e, s) = 1 if (e,s) = (3,3)
= 0.9 if (e,s) = (2,3)
= 0.75 if (e,s) ∈ {(1, 3), (3, 2)}
= 0.5 if (e,s) = (2,2)
= 0.25 if (e,s) ∈ {(1, 2, (3, 1)}
= 0.1 if (e,s) ∈ {(2, 1), (1, 1)}
= 0 if (e,s) = (0,0).
inex-2002 :
[KL05b] nicely summarizes so-far-used metrics of INEX. The first metric inex-2002 or inex eval [GK03]
used a measure of precall [RJB89] to document-components and precision is interpreted as the probability
P (rel | retr) that a document viewed by a user is relevant :
P (rel|retr)(x) =

x.n
x.n
=
x.n + eslx.n
x.n + j +

s.i
r+1

Here n is the total number of relevant document-components with regard to the user request in the
collection; x ∈ [0, 1] denotes an arbitrary recall value. eslx.n denotes the expected search length [Coo68],
expressed in estimated number of non-relevant elements retrieved until the recall point x is reached or x.n
-th relevant element is retrieved. [RJB89] considered weak ordering of XML elements where more than one
element occur in a particular rank. Hence if l denotes the rank from which the x.n th relevant component
is drawn, j is the number of non-relevant document components within the ranks before rank l, s is the
number of relevant components to be taken from rank l; r and i are the numbers of relevant and non-relevant
components in rank l, respectively.
inex-2003 :
The inex eval didnot consider overlap issue between elements and took descendant and ancestor elements
independently. The inex-2003 or inex eval ng metric addressed the issue by incorporating component size
and overlap within the definition of recall and precision. The metric is based on the notion of ideal concept
space [WY95] and is formulated (for derivation refer [GKFL03]) as :
recall =

|c0i |
i=1 e(ci ). |ci |
PN
i=1 e(ci )

Pk

precision =

Pk

0
i=1 s(ci ).|ci |
Pk
0
i=1 |ci |

Components c1 , ..., ck form a ranked result list, N is the total number of components in the collection,
e(ci ) and s(ci ) denote the quantized assessment exhaustivity and specificity value of ci respectively defined
[KLV04] as:
STRICT case :
e(ci )

= 1 if e = 3
= 0 otherwise
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s(ci ) = 1 if s = 3
= 0 otherwise
GENERALIZED case :
e(ci ) = e/3
s(ci ) = s/3
where |ci | denotes the size of component ci , |c0i | is the size of the component that has not been seen by
the user previously, which, given a representation such as a set of (term,position) pairs, is calculated as :
[
(c)|
|c0i | = |ci −
c∈C[1,n−1]

where n is the rank position of ci in the output list, C[1, n − 1] is the set of elements retrieved up to rank
n.
XCG :
XCG metrics are an extension of Cumulated Gain(CG)-based metrics[JK02] in XML domain by [KLV04].
Gain vector G is formed from result-list by replacing document-id with its relevance-value (say, integer score
in [0,3] where 3 is highest and 0 lowest) where G(i) gives the score of ith rank document. CG vector is
defined as:
CG(i)

= G(i) for i = 1
= CG(i − 1) + G(i) for i ≥ 2

Similarly we can have an ideal gain vector I 0 in decreasing order of the score and hence therefrom an
ideal CG0 vector for each query. Normalized CG vector, nCG between actual and ideal is formed by dividing
CGby CG0 co-ordinate wise:
nCG(V, I) =< v1 /i1 , v2 /i2 , ..., vk /ik > where CG vector V =< v1 , v2 , ...., vk > and ideal CG vector
I =< i1 , i2 , ..., ik >
Obviously for any rank i, nCG(i) = 1 means ideal performance and, in general, the area between
nCG(V, I) and nCG(I, I) represents the quality of an IR technique.
The assessed generalized f-value is used as the relevance-value in XCG. To mitigate the problem of
overlap,[KLV04] built an ideal-recall base by recursively choosing the element with highest f-value and
removing the rest of elements from each path. If more than one elements have the same f-value in a path
then the one with greater height is chosen. While I is derived from the ideal recall-base, G is taken from full
recall-base. For any partly seen component ci , relevance-value rv(ci ) is:
rv(ci ) = α.

Pk

j=1

rv(cj ).|c0j |
|ci |

+ (1 − α)rv(ci )

where k is the number of ci ’s relevant child nodes and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
However this score calculation is kept within the constraint: for any cj ∈ S,
X
rv(c) ≤ rv(cideal )
c∈S

where S is the set of retrieved descendant nodes of the ideal node and cideal is the ideal node that is on the
same relevant path as cj .
Though there exists an accepted conjecture that system rank would affect significantly if the overlap is
handled differently and hence overlap needs to be removed, [WG05b] experimented on the role of overlap
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with XCG metric over INEX 2004 data. They showed that high scoring and high overlap systems perform
well regardless of how overlap is handled.
T2I :
Since XML does not have fixed pre-defined retrieval unit, [VKL04] came up with evaluation metrics
derived from user-effort-oriented view of IR. The user-effort is expressed as wasted time to inspect irrelevant
elements. Basic assumption here is that a user does not bother for an accurate element to be retrieved
but needs an entry-point into the document. A retrieval system is considered to produce a ranked list of
entry-points. The user starts reading a retrieved article from an entry-point and continues reading until
his/her tolerance to irrelevance (T2I) is reached when the user moves to next entry-point. T2I expressed
by parameter τN R represents maximum time a user spends reading irrelevant text. [VKL04] used three T2I
metrics:
1. average precision after a fixed amount of user effort in accordance with Hull’s proposal [Hul93] which
is given by :

Average Precision =

T /τN R
τN R X
Precision after t.τN R seconds wasted user effort
.
T
t=1

with suitable choice of τN R and T (some multiple of τN R ).
2. precision after expected search length(ESL) which came following [Coo68]. ESL is expressed here in
terms of expected search duration(ESD)[Dun97] as user-effort wasted inspecting irrelevant elements
from system result list, augmented with the effort to find remaining relevant items by random search
through the collection.
3. probability of relevance P (Rel|Retr) for R relevant fragments computed in terms of ESL R :
PR (Rel|Retr) =

R
(R + ESLR )

.
PRUM :
[PGD05] proposes another metric PRUM(Precision Recall with User Modeling) where they extend the
idea of probabilistic precision-recall by [RBJ89] to include user’s browsing behavior. Instead of simple user
model where user consults retrieved elements independently, PRUM allows the user to consult ancestor,
descendants and siblings of a node.Each of these context element is seen by the user stochastically, i.e. with
some pre-assigned probability.Hence PRUM is defined as
P RU M (i) = P (Lur|Retr, L = l, Q = q)
where
i =
Lur =

recall level lying between 0 and 1
event that the element leads to an unseen Relevant unit

Retr
l

=
=

event that the element in the list is consulted
percentage of relevant elements user wants to see

and q

=

the query topic.

[Piw05] further extended PRUM with an alternative definition of precision as the ratio of minimum number
of ranks that a user has to consult in the list returned by an ideal system and the list returned by the system
to be evaluated.EPRUM is computed, given three sets of parameters:
i. probability that a user consults an element in the corpus
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ii. probability that a user browses from a considered element to any neighboring element and
iii. probability that a user finds an ideal element.
[Piw05] presented how it was used to precisely evaluate submissions in INEX 2005 considering more realistic
user navigation across elements.
Metrics at INEX 2005 :
Among the five types of metrics discussed above, three XCG-based metrics were taken as official INEX
2005 metrics used to measure retrieval effectiveness of submitted runs [KL05a] :
Normalized xCG (or nXCG): This is exactly same as nCG discussed above. Systems are compared at
different cut-off values, e.g. nxCG[1] and nxCG[100]. We may take average of nxCG[i] scores upto a
given rank as
M AnxCG[i] =

Pi

j=1

nxCG[j]
i

ep/gr : Standing for effort-precision/gain-recall, the metric measures the amount of relative effort as the
number of visited ranks a user spends compared to the effort needed in ideal system. ep(r) is measured
for cumulated gain value r as[Ref. fig. 1] :
ep(r) = iideal /irun
This ep is calculated at arbitrary gain-recall points where gain-recall is defined as the cumulated gain
divided by total achievable cumulated gain :
gr[i] = xCG[i]/xCI[n], n being total number of relevant elements
Q & R : nxCG suffers from the setback of not averaging well across the topics, [Sak04] suggests Q and R
measure :

Q =
and R

=

i
X
1
cbg(j)
.
isrel(dj ).
N umR j=1
cig(j) + j

cbg(N umR )
cbg(N umR ) + N umR

where
N umR

=

isrel(.) =
cbg(i) =
=
bg(i) =

total number of relevant elements
boolean function, return 1 for relevant element and 0 otherwise
cumulated bonus gain function
bg(i) + cbg(i − 1)
xG(i) + 1 if g(i) > 0

= 0, otherwise
cig(.) = cumulated bonus gain vector for ideal vector
[PT05] propose an alternative XML retrieval evaluation metric solely based on the highlighted text
which are generally ignored during evaluation for being ’too small’ elements. Their metric ‘HiXEval’ credits
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Figure 1: Cumulated Gain vs. Rank

systems that retrieve elements containing more highlighted textual information without containing nonrelevant information. They define two functions for an element e at a given rank r as:
rsize(e)
, if e is NOT-YET-SEEN
size(e)
(1 − α).rsize(e)
=
, if e is FULLY-SEEN
size(e)
rsize(e)
α(rsize(e) − rsize(e0 ))
+ (1 − α).
, if e is PARTIALLY-SEEN
=
size(e)
size(e)
recr (e) = rsize(e) , if e is NOT-YET-SEEN

prer (e) =

= (1 − α).rsize(e) , if e is FULLY-SEEN
= α(rsize(e) − rsize(e0 )) + (1 − α).rsize(e) , if e is PARTIALLY-SEEN
where rsize denote size of relevant part of element e, e0 represents an already retrieved element &
descendant of e but appears before r in the ranked list and α is weighting factor lying between 0 and 1.
Precision and Recall is defined in terms of above defined functions as :
Pr
prei (e)
P recision@r = i=1
r
Pr
reci (e)
Recall@r = i=1
T rel
where T rel is the total amount of relevant information for an INEX topic.
To arrive at a single composite value they used F-measure as
F @r =

2
1
P recision@r
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+

1
Recall@r

[PT05] also proposed four different ways of measuring overlap to circumvent the problem associated to
set-based overlap which does not differentiate among different types of overlap :
a. Overall overlap : identical to the set-based overlap
b. Ascendant overlap : measures percentage of elements that contain at least one other element in the
set
c. descendants overlap : measures percentage of elements that are contained by at least one other element
in the set
d. Probabilistic overlap : measures the probability that two randomly chosen elements from a set of
retrieved elements overlap each other.

3.2

Retrieval Approaches

Information retrieval from XML documents belongs to any one of two broad categories : Model-Oriented
Approaches and System-Oriented Approaches.
3.2.1

Model-Oriented Approaches

All the standard established IR models like e.g.Language model, Logistic Regression Model,Vector Space
Model, Fusion Model, Bayesian Network Model etc. have been applied to XML domain. We shall look here
at some of them.
Language Model: Statistical Language Model is introduced to IR by [Hie01] and then [OC03a] tried
to apply it in structured document retrieval. They ranked structured documents by measuring negative of
Kullback-Leibler divergence [LZ01] :
−KL(θQ kθD ) = −

X

P (w|θQ )log(

w

∝

X

P (w|θQ )
)
P (w|θD )

P (w|θQ )log(P (w|θD ),

w

or by estimating the probability of the query using the documents’ language model :
Y
P (Q|θD ) =
P (w|θD )
w

X

∝

logP (w|θD )

w

where θD

=

language model estimated from document

θQ = language model estimated from query
Q = (q1 , q2 , ..., qn ) is the query string
w

∈

(q1 , q2 , ..., qn )

If query terms are assumed to be generated independently and query language model θ Q used in KLdivergence is maximum-likelihood(ML) estimate, the generative model and KL-divergence produce the same
rankings [OC02]. In ML-estimate, the probability is given by:
P (w|θT ) =

count(w; T )
, T being the observed text and |T | its length.
|T |
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Since for a small text, count(w) may turn out to be zero, ML-estimate creates problem for document language model.Hence smoothing is applied to handle these very small probabilities [ZL01]. Linear interpolation
with several language model is commonly used:
P (w|θ) =

k
X

λi P (w|θi )

i=1

P
where k is the total number of language models and λi ≥ 0 is weight on the model θi with ki=1 λi = 1.
In most cases, λi ’s are optimally set by Expectation Maximization(EM) algorithm iteratively.
[OC03b] applied hierarchical language model for CO queries on XML documents. Each document is
assumed to have a tree-structure. For each node in the tree( e.g. title, abstract, body, section, sub-section
etc.) a language model is considered. For leaf node,its text forms the language model whereas for intermediate
nodes, language model is estimated by taking linear interpolation of language model formed from the text
in the node itself and that formed from its children. The parameter for the model from a child node, λ is
set as the accumulated length of the child divided by that of the node, where accumulated length of a node
means number of words in the node plus accumulated length of all its children. They also considered prior
probability of a node N as P (N |Q) = P (Q|θN )P (N )/P (Q). Storage and retrieval are done through Lemur
toolkit. Lemur stores inverted indexes for document & node occurrences and document structure information.
The first kind of inverted lists are indexed by term. Each such list contains document frequency of the term, a
list of document entries each of which contain document id, term frequency, number of nodes the term occur
in and a list of node entries where each node contains node id and term frequency within node. Document
structure is stored in memory in compressed form for quick access. For each document-node, information
regarding its parent node,type and length in number of words are maintained. When document structure
is decompressed, its accumulated length, number of children of the particular node and a list of the node’s
children are calculated. Retrieval is made through constructing a query tree where leaf nodes contain query
terms. Each term node reads the inverted list and create result object for XML node containing the term
and calculate a term score individually. All term score at the leaf-nodes are propagated up to sum-node
which merges the result lists from all term-nodes and combines the score estimates. The score adjuster node
atop sum-node adjusts the combined score to get generation probabilities and applies priors. The heap-node
over score adjuster maintains a list of top n ranked objects and returns a sorted result list. The exact details
of the algorithm is explained in [OC03b].
[OC04] advanced their earlier work by exploring role of context with incorporation of parent’s model.First
smoothing is done from bottom to top of the tree and then ranking is done by passing model from the root
to the tree down or what is known as shrinkage.They have shown that very small shrinkage parameter values
boost precision moderately.Moreover use of extreme priors greatly improves retrieval performance.
[OC05] proposed generalized EM algorithm to estimate parameters for hierarchical language model. Instead of recursively smoothing the language models, they linearly interpolated parent’s unsmoothed language
model, each child’s language model, document’s unsmoothed language model and the collection language
model. This way of learning parameters maximizing the likelihood of training examples using only relevant
components, resulted in poor estimation as it also increased the likelihood of non-relevant components. Hence
they introduced negative examples in the process as well by maximizing the likelihood that the language
models estimated for the non-relevant components do not generate query-terms.
[SKR05] investigated different selective indexing strategies. To retrieve elements they built 4 indexes:
i. Element index with traditional overlapping elements
ii. Length based index where elements crossing a pre-set threshold length are indexed only
iii. Qrel based index where elements with certain tag-elements are indexed like article, bdy, sec, ss1, ss2,
p, ip1 and fig .
iv. Section index where non-overlapping passages are indexed based on structure of passage boundary. For
full article retrieval also they built 2 indexes named article index and Query fields containing both
content and a selection of fields respectively.
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For each case, they used multinomial language model and elements were ranked by P (e|q) ∝ P (e). i=1 P (ti |e),
where query q is made of terms t1 , t2 , ..tk and each of P (ti |e) is taken as linear interpolation of three language models from element, document and collection. Though retrieving from full hierarchy of elements
outperformed that from linear segmentation, quite interestingly, its performance is comparative enough at
low precision.
[KRS05] studied the length normalization issue of XML-IR based on [SSMB96] which was done for general
document retrieval. [KRS05] observed that distribution of XML elements-length is more skewed towards
short lengths unlike distribution of document-length for a general document collection, which is nearly
normal. But like assessors of TREC collections, XML-assessors too have a strong bias towards retrieval of
long elements. Moreover it is a proven fact that retrieval system performance increases if retrieval probability
of elements of certain length is proportional to the relevance probability of the element. With Generative
Language Modeling approach, they focus on three aspects which control the bias required towards retrieving
relatively long elements, namely : smoothing parameter(λ), priors based on the element length[p(e)] and
cut-off length of elements to be indexed(N ).
Since P (e, q) = P (e).P (q|e) = P (e).P (t1 , t2 , t3 ...tn |e) and P (t1 , t2 ...tn |e) is estimated as a continuous
product of linear combinations between maximum likelihood estimation of P (ti |e) and P (ti ), smoothing
parameter(λ) plays a crucial role in determining how much importance will be given to each term (t i ).
Higher value of λ puts bias to long element.
Prior probability of an element e, P (e) is estimated as a ratio between summation of occurrence of the
terms present in the element raised to the power (β) and the same expression over all the elements. Here
a parameter (β) is introduced to tune the importance of length prior. β = 0 means no length prior, β = 1
means normal length prior and β = 2 means squared length prior (prior is proportional to the square of the
length of the element). Though higher λ individually favors long documents, in association with high β, it
does smoothing better.Element cut-off length N forcefully prevents smaller elements from being retrieved.
The experiment is done with variation of λ ∈ [0, 1], β ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and N ∈ {0, 1, .., 60} and
their various combination. Length of retrieved elements increases with β up to 3 above which performance
decreases at N = 0. Higher N improves the performance over baseline( λ = 0.2, β = 1, N = 0) but it does not
vary much for the range N = 20 and N = 50 above which performance decreases. With optimal smoothing,
extreme length prior( 0 < β < 4) and suitable cut-off (N ≈ 40) they got better results. They also showed
that while baseline retrieves mainly para or section as most retrieved tag-type, different combination of
smoothing setting, extreme prior and element cut-off retrieves mainly article or body as the most frequently
retrieved tag-type.
Okapi-based Model
There have been some works with okapi model as well. [LRM05] gives a vivid description how BM25
[RZT04] and Robertson’s field-weighted BM25F model for document retrieval is extendable to XML element
level retrieval with BM25E. Suppose there are nE elements e = 1, 2, ..., nEin given collection C. el is element
length and avel is average element length. Then term-weight for query term j within element e of document
d in collection C is given by :
wj (e, d, C) =

N − dfj + 0.5
(k1 + 1)tfe,j
log
el
dfj + 0.5
) + tfe,j
k1 ((1 − b) + b avel

where
tfe,j
dfj

=
=

frequency of query-term j in element e
document-frequency of query-term j

N

=

total no. of document

and element score is given by
W (e, q, C) =

X
j

Similarly, weighted BM25E can be given by :
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wj (e, d, C)qj

0
(k10 + 1)tfe,j

wfj (e, d, C) =

k10 ((1

el
0
− b) + b avel
0 ) + tfe,j
0

log

N − dfj + 0.5
dfj + 0.5

where
0
tfe,j

el0

= weighted term-frequency of j-th term in e
= wj tfe,j
= we el
X
0
=
wt tfe,t
t∈q

avel0
and k10

1 X 0
el , M being the total number of elements in C
M
avel0
= k1
avel

=

They adjusted the weights of three elements(article title, abstract and section title) on INEX data and
got good results with very high weight for article title, moderate weight for section title and very low weight
of abstract for CO.Thorough and CO.FetchBrowse tasks.
[PG05] also used one of the okapi-variants as local baseline model for document element. Okapi[WR99]
is adapted to compute retrieval status value(RSV) of an element X for a query q as:
length(q)

Okapi(q, X) =

X
j=1

wj,X

(k1 + 1)tfX,j
(k3 + 1)qtfj
.
el
k1 ((1 − b) + b avel
) + tfX,j k3 + qtfj

where
wj,X

M − efj + 0.5
, efj being element-frequency of term j
efj + 0.5
number of terms in q

= log

and length(q) =

[PG05] used mainly term-frequency with parent-length normalization or tag-length normalization in the
above formula. Since okapi score does not range in [0,1] they normalized okapi score via a logistic regression
function to have a probability estimate as discussed in [Rob02].
Logistic Regression Model :
LR model of probabilistic IR estimates the probability of relevance for each document or document
component based on a set of statistics about a document collection on a set of queries along with a set of
weights attached to the statistics. The statistics and their weights are obtained from the regression analysis
of a relevance-judged sample document collection for some set of queries. Probability P (R|Q, C) is calculated
with the help of “log-odds” of relevance logO(R|Q, C) where for any two events A and B odds O(A|B) is a
simple transformation of the probabilities P (A|B)/P (A0 |B) in the following way :
logO(R|Q, C) = b0 +

S
X

bi si

i=1

elogO(R|Q,C)
1 + elogO(R|Q,C)
b0 being intercept term, bi the coefficient for statistic si from the set S. [R03] used this algorithm for
their Cheshire II system with:
P (R|Q, C) =

|Qc|

s1

=

1 X
log(qtfj )
|Qc| j=1
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s2

=

s3

=

s4

=

p

|Q|
|Qc|

1 X
log(tfj )
|Qc| j=1
p
component length in bytes
|Qc|

N − nj
1 X
log
|Qc| j=1
nj

s5

=

s6

= log(|Qd|)

where Q is a query with |Q| terms,
|Qc| =
tfj =

number of query terms in Q that also occurs in component C
frequency of j-th term in a document component

qtfj
nj

=
=

frequency of j -th term in query Q
number of component containing j-th term

N
Qd

=
=

number of components in the collection
number of terms in both query and component

Machine Learning techniques :
Several machine learning techniques are contemplated to be used for XML retrieval. [PG05] propose
a model based on Bayesian Networks. To reduce the complexity from 10 (Exhaustivity,Specificity) values,
they consider only three states a particular document node X may have : Irrelevant, Big or Exact. Each
document is considered as a bayesian network. Retrieval process starts from the root node of document and
propagates downwards. Probability that a node X has a particular state given a query q,P (X = v x |q) is
calculated as a linear combination of conditional probabilities of its parent nodes and various local baseline
models. Conditional probabilities are learnt by cross-entropy training criterion where target distribution is
known for relevance-judged element’s (E,S) values and mapping them to three states:I,B,E and minimizing
entropy function via gradient descent method.
[VG05] presented a Machine Learning based ranking model which automatically learns its parameters
from a training set of annotated document elements for a set of queries. For a given set of elements X, they
define a partial order among all the elements for a particular query. They associate a real functionf to each
element xs.t. xi < xj if and only if f (xi ) < f (xj ) for any two elements xi , xj in X and a query q. The
function f is defined as :
f (x) = 1 + w1 ∗ okapi(x) + w2 ∗ okapi (parent(x)) + w3 ∗ okapi (document(x)).
Learning function f or learning the weights wi gives the total ranking. This is achieved by defining a
ranking loss function and minimizing the loss function by gradient descent method.
Vector Space Model :
Though VSM is the most popular and effective IR model for unstructured documents, few attempts
have been made to use VSM in the field of XML-IR. One of the earliest work was by [SM02] where they
applied VSM and tree matching technique. Document collection is seen as a single tree where documents are
sub-trees. Query is also a tree and every logical document rooted at a node with the same label as the query
root is a potential candidate to be returned as result. But instead of returning a ranked list of document
elements, a ranked list of whole documents was returned.
[MM03],[MM05a] achieved remarkable success in applying VSM to XML data. Instead of keeping tf-idf
statistics at the document level they stored them at XML component level. To get rid of overlapping problem,
they made separate indexes for full articles, sections, paragraphs etc. Each component was thus separately
ranked by the similarity measure with its own kind of tf-idf. Weights for both query Q and component C are
defined as the ratio of log(tf )/log(average tf ) and traditional definition of idf . But this separate indexing
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crippled from the problem of missing data i.e. the fine-grained indices lacked data that is outside their scope
but which is not indexed. Hence [MM05a] incorporated document pivot factor(DocPivot)[[SKR03],[SBM96]]
to scale final element score by its containing article score.Final score of component C with original score S c
and its article score Sa is then DocP ivot ∗ Sa + (1 − DocP ivot) ∗ Sc .
[HB05] elegantly incorporate vector space model in their user-driven XML retrieval system. From the
query they segregate structural constraints and content part. Then they measure similarity separately for
meta-data and content considering different term-space depending on structure/level. Final RSV is calculated
as a linear combination of these 2 similarity-values and this RSV is used for ranking.
[Hub05] comes up with an adapted VSM. Here unlike similarity of vector space model, score is determined
by the combination of three functions: f (t, E) measuring contribution of term t in element E; g(t, T )
measuring contribution of t in the topic T ; function p(T, E) measuring global presence of topic T in element
E. f (t, E) is taken as the ratio of occurrence of term t in E to the occurrence of all query-terms in E.
Factor g(t, T ) is a function of occurrence of term t in T , total no. of occurrences of all the terms in T ,
number of elements containing term t and rank of the term according to the number of elements where
the term t is present. Factor p(T, E) is an exponential function of number of terms in query topic T
and number of query-terms appearing in E as well. Though this score is calculated at each element, the
score is propagated upwards in the hierarchical structure of XML tree. The score propagated is gradually
decreased by a tunable reducing factor. Structural constraints are incorporated in f (t, E) and in final score
function through intervening coefficients. Their approach shows better performance in CO.Focused than
CO.Thorough task and considerably fair results for CAS tasks.
[Leh05] make a naive effort to apply VSM in their EXTIRP system. Here information coded in tags
is outrightly ignored while considering CO queries. Two indices are built, one for words and the other for
phrases. The entire document collection is divided into disjoint fragments which are independently treated
as full-documents under traditional tf-idf based VSM. The scheme suffers from the problem of fragment
combination as indexed fragments are static.
Fusion Model:
There have been some efforts to fuse results of different models to produce the final ranking of XML
components as no single retrieval algorithm could be shown to be consistently better than any other
algorithm for all types of searches [C00,SF94,BKFS95]. [Lar05] studies different fusion approaches. In
Cheshire II system[Lar03] within a single process, both strict Boolean operators and probabilistic searches
are implemented as two parallel logical search engines. Each one individually produces a set of retrieved
documents. When both are used in a single query final ranking is done by combining their result as
P (R|Q, C) = P (R|Qboolean , C) ∗ P (R|Qprob , C) where the components retrieved by boolean operator as
relevant are ranked. They also include new result-fusion operators like FUZZY, RESTRICT and MERGE
operators. In [Lar05] they report the result with MERGE MEAN(arithmetic mean of two result lists is given
in the final rank),MERGE NORM(combines two results with min-max normalization of the weights as suggested by [Lee97]), MERGE NSUM (performs min-max normalization and then sums the normalized scores)
and MERGE CMBZ operator(based on COMBMNZ by [SF94], doubling scores of components common to
both the lists, unmodifying high-ranking components in single list but penalizing low-ranked components
in single list). Their experiments with LR and Okapi BM25 methods over INEX data strengthen [Lee97]’s
observation that most effective fusion algorithms are those that combine base algorithms that retrieve similar
set of relevant components but different sets of non-relevant components. They also infer that while okapi is
better at identifying wide range of degrees of perceived relevance, LR is better at identifying highly relevant
items. Though they could not strongly prove that fusion of multiple algorithms is guaranteed to show better
retrieval performance, their results show fusion as highly effective in INEX evaluation. Other than fusion
of different algorithms or models, fusion of the results of different components of a XML document is also
tried. [Lar05] also shows that fusion of results from indexes for topic, title, section words, section-title and
paragraph words improve retrieval performance but also cautions that arbitrary combination may turn the
table down.
[MM05b] also show fusion of different indexes with highly promising results. They used 6 indices for 6
different levels :article, bdy, abs, sec, ss1, ss2 & p. For each index they ran the search and made a ranked
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list. To obviate redundancy then a merged result list is made based on normalization and they got good
results for all 10 types of tasks(3 CO,3 CO+S and 4 CAS). Their CO.T horough task was with base AQR
algorithm using Lexical affinity Refinement algorithm [MM05a]. But for CO.F ocussed, they first applied
CO.T horough and then filter out the overlaps. This filtering out is done in 2 steps. First they identify
highly ranked clusters and pick the most relevant one node and deleting the other nodes from the clusters.
Here they use some novel technique. They build result tree from the merged ranked list and then pruned
the tree by eliminating redundant components (parent or child or sibling) depending on some set thresholds.
In the second step they take the pruned tree and compared score of different nodes and eliminated nodes
unless we get one node from each tree.For CO + S runs, the structural run improve T horough result but
not Focused run. Their different CAS showed that using ’+’ tag for mandatory inclusion gives good result.
Their consecutive top performances at INEX prove the effectiveness of fusion approach.
3.2.2

System-Oriented Approaches

These are approaches that focus more on system aspects like e.g. using relational database for storing and
query processing, applying XML-specific post-processing to traditional text retrieval engine or performing
retrieval in a distributed environment. These approaches can be loosely classified into two broad groups:
Database-Oriented system approach and IR-system approach. We shall look at each one of these two.
Though we must mention that the classification is not mutually exclusive and the boundary is often blurred
with overlap and there are approaches that can be termed as hybrid of the two.
Database Systems :
[LMR+ 05], in their TIJAH XML-IR system design a standard layered database architecture separating
conceptual, logical and physical levels. At Conceptual level they classify XPath-based NEXI queries into
three different query patterns. For each pattern they map distinct query execution strategy. Here they also
apply language model for the special about function of NEXI query to rank XML components. Next at
the logical level they use score region algebra(SRA) as the basis of query processing. Here the whole XML
document is considered as a linearized string and each component as a text region or a contiguous subset of
the linearized string.Each region is considered as the retrieval unit and identified by a 5-tuple with startpoint,
endpoint, name, type and score. They defined different region algebra operators to represent different query
patterns and manipulated their scores. At the physical level, they implemented physical region operators and
execution strategy for each pattern. Here they physically computed length-prior and count term-frequency,
document frequency, collection frequency of different term-region to estimate different probabilities. These
three level of abstraction not only ensure data independence, but also separated structural query processing
from underlying probabilistic model used for ranked retrieval, what is known as content-independence.
[STW05] present XXL(FleXible XML search Language) search engine based on Oracle 9i database with
a powerful XML query language. It supports SQL-like schematic style of logical search coupled with pattern
matching and IR-style relevance ranking. Their XML data model represented a collection of XML documents
by a directed graph with two types of nodes : n-node(containing element or attribute) c-node (element
content or attribute value) and weighted edges denoting ontological similarity value between connecting
nodes. The search engine, based on a client-server architecture, took the XXL query through a GUI-based
applet and passed to a query processor which evaluates the query and transfers it to three different indexes:
Element Path Index , Element Content Index and Ontology Index . The indexes are built from XML files
via a stand-alone crawler and physically stored in relational tables. During query processing, a XXL query
which looks like a SQL, is decomposed into subqueries. A global evaluation order is chosen to evaluate the
subqueries which are evaluated in top-down fashion. Each subquery is associated with a regular expression
and local score based on semantic similarity of the ontology-based model is assigned to the query as it
undergoes state-transition along its Non-deterministic Finite Automata(NFA). Final score is obtained by
combining local scores of subqueries from n − nodes and c − nodes. The components thus obtained are listed
to the user in decreasing order of relevance score.
[YHSS05] combine usual strategy of considering content and structure of XML data with databasescoring. The idea is implemented in STRUX system which is used as a platform for experimenting with
XML scoring on top of GALATEX, an open-source implementation of XQuery Full-Text [YBS04], which
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is an upcoming standard for extending XPath/XQuery with full-text search primitives. Here score of an
element s is
X tfd (s, t) ∗ ipfd (s, t) ∗ tfq (t) ∗ ipfq (t)
score(s) =
length(s)
t∈T

where tfd (s, t) and tfq (t) imply frequency of term t in s and query q respectively, T the set of key-word terms
in q, length(s) total number of words in s and ipf-scores are inspired from path-scoring method [YKA + 05]
as


number of answers meeting datapath
ipfd (s, t) = 1 + log2
number of such answers containing t


number of answers meeting query path
ipfq (t) = 1 + log2
number of such answers containing t
The scheme is a basis for considering query relaxation on structure of XML and allows near matches
not-exact according to query structure.
[Gev05] describes their retrieval system of XML file inversion and GPX database structure which is based
on building of a collection sub-tree consisting of all-nodes that contain one or more search-terms. Each node
there is assigned a score using tf-idf variant and then results are ranked.
Here each term posting in the collection consists of three path elements: file name, absolute XPath
context and the ordinal position within XPath context. Entire collection is inverted and stored in MS Access
database. Queries in NEXI formats are first parsed and then incrementally result-tree is built so that resulttree contains all the elements which contain at least one query term. Once the tree is constructed,
P it is
traversed from leaves to root and scores are calculated. A leaf’s score L is calculated as L = K n−1 ni=1 ftii
where n = number of unique terms contained within leaf, K integral constant, ti & fi are frequencyPof i-th
n
query term within leaf node and in the collection respectively. Score of a branch node R = D(n) ∗ i=1 Li
, where D(n) is a decay-factor, function of number of its children and Li score of its i-th child. When score
of all nodes are calculated, the score of support-filter(score of structures meeting queries) are added to the
nodes so that overall score of the nodes meeting both content and structures increases.
Another database approach is depicted in [HB05] where the system is well-divided in three modular subsystems: Indexing, Retrieval and RMI(Remote Method Invocation). During Indexing documents are mapped
to XML schema(DataMapper),then stored in DB(DataStorer) and then indexed for retrieval(DataIndexer).
Here a document is taken to consist of three main elements DOC(full document), SEC(section) FRA(fragment,
generally paragraph). DOC is root, SEC is sometimes recursively defined in the path and FRA is smallest
retrievable unit(leaf node). Any node is viewed as a tuple <metadata, content>. Metadata viz. structural
info like docID, DOC/SEC/FRA, path, parentID, pre-node, post-node, tagID is stored in some DB tables
and used for fast retrieval while content viz. mainly text, tables, figures, formulas, images, sound, video
with external link is stored in separate tables and used for partial matching with VSM. Indexing is done
mainly on content involving NLP tasks like tokenization, tagging, term extraction, stemming, filtering and
term-frequency calculation. Term-frequency(tf ) is stored in a VSM table and idf is stored in two tables for
two levels ( localIDF and CombinedIDF ). Weight-vector is calculated dynamically with the help of three
tables ( VSM, localIDF and CombinedIDF). Query interface RMI accepts two types of query: Keywordbased query and NLP-based free-text query and then transforms it into NEXI with both metadata-query
[ looks like: meta( path,condition ) ] and content-type [looks like: about ( path,terms ) ]. When searched
element is found and satisfies the specified path then the particular element is returned, otherwise its parent
element is returned. Ranking is done using Vector Space Model and then final filtering is done based on the
requirement like thorough retrieval ( overlapping allowed ) or focused retrieval ( no overlap ).
Information Retrieval Systems
Some of the system approaches can be categorized as Information Retrieval systems. TopX search engine
system by [TSW05] is certainly one of the top runners. Here query processor decomposes a query into
content conditions each of which is a tag-term pair. For each such tag-term pair, an index list sorted in
descending order of scores is maintained and stored in relational table. For content-only queries sequential
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search is performed on tag-term pairs, but for structural query condition, a judicious mix with more expensive
random look-up is made. The system returns top-K (K is user specified ) elements and they are selected
dynamically based on global score of the elements. All intermediate potential data-items are collected in
main-memory. Here each data-item d is associated with three fields: E(d) which is the set of evaluated
index lists where d is seen; worstscore(d) which stores summed-up score of d from seen list; bestscore(d)
which stores worstscore(d) added with maximum possible score of d predicted from unvisited index lists.
Two priority queues of pointers are also maintained in memory : one, Top-k queue-based on worstscore, the
other, candidate queue, based on bestscore. Both the queues contain two disjoint subsets of items currently
in the cache and are continuously updated. If an item’s bestscore falls below current min-k threshold (min-k
is the score of the last item of current top-k list) the item is dropped from candidate queue as well as from
cache. The final top-k result comes when min-k threshold is at least as high as the highest bestscore(d)
among remaining candidates. Here content score is measured according to Okapi BM25 model and structural
score is added as a constant score mass c for each structural match. For CAS, overall score of a sub-tree
is sum of content score and structure score whereas for CO, the score is only the sum of all scores over all
terms. For text predicates (“”, +, -) separate scoring mechanism is there. Negation is not strictly followed
as there is a chance of losing a highly relevant element which somehow contain a few negated terms.But for
each negated term, if an element does not contain it, constant static score like structure is added. So is done
for mandatory terms(+). But phrases(“”) are treated as binary filters. Though their performance for CO
task is average, the system perform well with CO+S and SSCAS tasks.
[AKJ05] discuss their TRIX (Tampere Information Retrieval and Indexing of XML) approach for indexing, weighting and re-weighting with CO.F ocussed, CO.F etchBrowse and CO.T horough and CAS tasks.
TRIX is based on structural indexing of XML tree where root has index <1>, its children have <1,1>,
<1,2>, <1,3> and node <1,1> has children like <1,1,1>, <1,1,2> and so on. For each node and each
keyword, weight is calculated in the okapi-like style based on frequency of the term, total number of contentelements, number of descendant elements of the corresponding node. The relevance of a node to a query
is determined by the average of the weights of the node for all the keywords in the query. After this basic
weighting scheme a node is re-weighted based on different CONTEXTUALIZATION: root,parent, tower (
the element along with all its ancestors) and root+tower. In root contextualization, final weight of a node is
calculated as average of its own weight and 1.5 times weight of the root. Parent contextualization gives final
weight of a node as the average of the weight of the node itself and that of its parent. In tower, final weight
of a node is the average of all weights upto root from the node. Similarly, for Root+Tower final weight is
the average of all weights upto root from the node plus the weight of root ( i.e. tower contextualization + 2
times the weight of root). For CO runs they use Root+Tower contextualization or Root contextualization.
Results show that Root contextualization is not better than Root+Tower, except for top categorization. For
CAS they consider SSCAS, SVCAS, VSCAS, VVCAS queries.
[Dop05] describes two novel post-processing enhancement approach to improve the baseline results obtained from Lucene IR engine with application of element relationship graph(ERG) and context patterns .
During query processing they discarded ‘-’ sign and use of ‘and’ & ‘or’. They take part in only vague CAS
tasks and hence for CAS queries they consider only the last element(i.e. atl only) of the NEXI query-path
(//article//fm//atl) and not the preceding structural constraints(//article//fm). They index all the elements of a document, even inline elements containing only a few words(e.g. bold or italics text) with all the
words they used ‘length-based score correction’ such that each element’s score is appropriately multiplied
by a suitable factor according to its length(very short text may be title, so not an element to be retrieved.
Again very long element is not desired as an XML result-element ).
After this baseline approach, in ERG semantic relations between tag-names are explored by placing them
in a semi-hierarchical graph. Tag-names occurring as leaves of similar kind are grouped in a category and
each category is assigned a coherence value in [0,1] to give a measure of similarity of their name (e.g. first
level of heading is given 0.2, second-level 0.5 etc). As the category for last tag-name is used to search in
and if a match is found there its score is taken as is, otherwise the layer above in the ERG is taken and
searched reducing the score by multiplying it with the corresponding coherence. CONTEXT patterns is a
schema-independent method of enhancement of baseline search. Here for each non-leaf node its score(Y)
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is plotted against its position and length(X). Within the whole length of the non-leaf node occur the leafnodes.Depending on the context patterns of the leaf nodes within this non-leaf node, we recognize certain
structure (e.g. very short-lengthed leaf-node with very high score may be title of a section...hence reduce its
score while increase its parent’s score since its parent is potentially more relevant than the title node itself)
and modify the score of corresponding nodes based on some fuzzy-logic-driven decisions. They experiment
with different combination of ERG, length-based score correction and context pattern and obtain good result
for length-based and context-pattern with generalized quantization.
[PMM05] report a lightweight indexing and search-engine SIRIUS based on approximate matching scheme
of structural and textual content. Instead of DOM matching they split document object model in a set of
paths which are indexed using optimized data structures and searched based on Levenshtein editing distance
[Lev66], [WF74] and information fusion heuristics. Here every node n is assumed to inherit a path p(n) that
links n to the root of the tree. Hence p(n) is represented as: p(n) =< n0 , A(n0 ) >< n1 , A(n1 ) > ... <
nn , A(nn ) > where A(ni ) is XML context in which ni is occurring. Inverted index list contains two kinds of
entries: for each textual sub-element or string s of a tree-node they attach
(i) a link to the URI of the original document
(ii) an index specifying the location of the sub-element within the document
(iii) a link towards its XML context p(n)
and for each node n of the DOM tree, they attach
(a) link to the URI of the document
(b) a link to its XML context p(n).
A query is taken as a path goal pR , with some conditions/constraints to be met on attributes or attribute
values, and is matched with a tree T D . The similarity is measured based on modified Levenshtein editdistance scheme which measures minimal sequence of elementary transformation like substitution, deletion
D
R
and insertion needed to get from pD
i (a path cut from T ) to p . Path-similarity function is so formulated
that it gives 1 for a perfect match whereas it tends to zero as the number of mismatching nodes and attribute
condition increases. Complex requests are built using low-level request pR and merging operators ( boolean
or specialized operators like seq, in, same, +, same+, in+ etc). They translate INEX CAS queries to
SIRIUS query language and perform retrieval based on them with average and good quality results for top
25 answers.
Hybrid Systems
If both the database systems approach and information retrieval systems approach can be present why
not mixing them up and try to get best of the two ? [PTV05] is certainly good work exploring the hybrid
system approach. They first investigate a full-text IR approach using Zettair system with pivoted cosine
document length normalization scheme [SBM96] tuning slope parameter with a value of 0.55. They also index
XML documents using eXist, a native XML database in parallel. The eXist query is run through a topic
translation module which translates INEX CO topic into both AND and OR queries. The resulting eXist
answer list comprises elements of AND resulting answer list followed by that of OR in increasing document
id order. This list doesnot support any ranking of the answer elements. Hence in the hybrid approach first
Zettair is run for each INEX topic which extracts 1500 highly-ranked full-articles. For the same topic, eXist
is run on these 1500 articles with both AND OR query. As a result two answer lists (one for each of AND
and OR) of non-ranked elements are obtained. To merge small elements they define Coherent Retrieval
Element(or CRE) which is a collection of at least two matching elements, two other CREs or a combination
of a matching element and a CRE. These CREs are ranked according to 3 criteria:
(i) number of times a CRE appears in each matching element’s absolute path in answer list - more
matches(M) or less matches(m)
(ii) length of the CRE’s absolute path from root- long path(P) or short path(p)
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(iii) the ordering of XPath sequence in CRE’s absolute path - near to Beginning(B) or near to end(E).
They obtain best results by using MpE or pME combination. In MpE, first CREs are sorted in descending
order of number of times of elements. If two CREs have same number of matching elements then the one
with short length will be ranked higher.If two CREs have same number of matching elements and similar
path length then the one with nearer to End will be ranked higher. Their hybrid-CRE approach perform
best much ahead of any individual approach with Mean Average Precision. Their hybrid approach appears
to give best results with all kinds of queries e.g. broad or narrow as well.
Relevance Feedback Sub-Track at INEX :
As adding feedback is a proven method of enhancing retrieval results for traditional IR, the approach
is being applied in XML domain as well[Cro05]. [SW05] propose two independent concepts of feedback in
XML IR. One re-ranks the result of a keyword-based search engine incorporating structural features derived
from results with known relevance using feedback approach by [Roc71]. The other one, extending feedback
approach of [RJ76], expands a key-word query into a CAS query specifying new constraints on structure
alongwith standard content-based query expansion.
[SW06] details the first approach where three classes of features are used as candidates for query expansion
from an element of known relevance:
(i) C features (all terms from the content of the element together with their score)
(ii) P features (features derived from the path of the element)
(iii) D features (tag-term pairs within element’s document)
For each of the feature classes, weights of each feature is re-calculated according to Rocchio[Roc71] with
suitable choice of positive(β) and negative(γ) parameter for relevant and non-relevant elements respectively.
Among the many possible features, the one with highest absolute weights are selected and number of features
are heuristically chosen. If there are many features with same weights then mutual information of the feature’s
score distribution among the elements with known relevance and the relevance distribution decides as a tiebreaker. If mutual information is zero then least document frequency of the feature act as tie-breaker.
Expanded query is evaluated by parts, the added part is evaluated separately and combined for each element
afterwards. For each element, additional score is computed for each feature class as a separate vector space
where each dimension corresponds to a particular feature. The score of the element for a class is computed as
cosine of the new vector with old feature vector in the baseline run and normalized to [-1,1]. The overall score
of an element is sum of its baseline run and additional score for different feature classes. Their result using
both MAP and precision@10 show retrieval improves with introduction of C, C+D and C+D+P features
gradually.
The second feedback approach [SW05] produces CAS queries by expansion using four candidate classes:
(i) C candidates(all terms of the element alongwith score)
(ii) D candidates( all tag-term pairs of the descendants of the element)
(iii) A candidates(all tag-term pairs of the ascendants of the element)
(iv) AD (all tag-term pairs of descendants of ancestors of the element).
To assign weight to feature they used Robert-Sparck-Jones weight. The candidates are ordered based on the
Robertson Selection Values [a modification of RSJ weight of a candidate] except the elements with known
relevance value. Top-b (b is a configuration parameter of the system) candidates from the ordered list are
chosen to generate expanded CAS query. Each of the expansion is weighted according to RSJ value adjusted
with a factor depending on class of the candidate. C and D class are adjusted with high weight as they
would help find more relevant results.
Evaluation of feedback run is done differently compared to the baseline run as the feedback run has information about relevant elements. Hence in 2004 for FB run all known elements alongwith their descendants
were removed. But in 2005, six different collections were made:
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(i) resColl-result(only the elements for which FB is given are removed)
(ii) resColl-desc(elements for which FB is given are removed alongwith their descendants)
(iii) resColl-anc(respective elements alongwith ancestors are removed)
(iv) resColl-doc(the whole documents with respective elements are removed)
(v) freezeTop (all elements with known relevance are removed) and
(vi) plain or baseline run
For all types of document-collection they got substantial improvements over baseline using feedback and best
results when all A+C+D+AD class features are included.
[MM05c] also tried adding feedback on their XML component ranking algorithm [MM05a]. After having
top N results from the merged list of component ranking scheme, they ran Relevance Feedback algorithm
for each index (article,section, paragraphs etc ) with the parameters R, N R and Res i where R is the set
of relevant elements,N R the set of non-relevant elements out of N chosen elements and Res i is the result
set for index i. Thus query Q is refined to query Q0 and the result set Res0i is computed for index i. Res0i
is normalized and then scaled each score by its containing article score from Res 00 .Ultimately all Res0i are
merged to a single result set Res0 composed of all components sorted by their score. They tried two RF
algorithms: Rocchio [Roc71] and Lexical Affinity and reported the result obtained from Rocchio run with
α = 1 and different values of β and γ and got best results with β = 0.8.
NLP Sub-Track at INEX :
Prevalent XML-IR systems expect user to express their requirement in the form of structured queries like
XPath or NEXI.But even the experts in the domain of XML feel difficulty in correctly using the complex
queries, let alone then inexperienced casual users. This serves as a strong motivation for formulating a
methodology to automatically translate user’s content and structural need expressed in natural language to
one of the usual structured query.
[WG05] propose a system NLPX which does exactly the same by accepting Natural Language Queries
(NLQ) and then translating them into NEXI queries. Here the system uses topics’ Description rather than
Title part. First they tag words in NLQ as special connotation or their part of speech into 3 major divisions:
Structures(e.g.section, abstract), Boundaries(e.g.contains, about) and Instructions(e.g. f ind or retrieve)
and the remaining words are tagged by their part of speech by Brill Tagger. In the second step this tagged
queries are matched with query templates and then finally outputted in NEXI format based on request’s
structural and content attributes. Support requests are inserted by comparing the structural attributes of
return and support requests and by finding their longest shared descendant. For 2005 they add some special
connotations as NEGATORS ( like ‘except’ or element user ‘doesnot want’ categorically - represented by
‘-’), STRENGTHENERS (like ‘major’ or ‘particularly’ within NLQ and represented as ‘+’), REVERSE
BOUNDARIES (here NLQ is in passive voice and boundary occurs after the content like ‘talked about’
or ‘described’), SELF-REFERENCE TOPICS( like ‘that topic’) and some stopwords. They also introduce
SHALLOW PARSING as an intermediate step between lexical tagging and template matching to divide
sentences into atomic segments (or chunks) alongwith definition of some additional templates. In most of
the cases(CO, +S, both focused and thorough) their score are much better than baseline NEXI; for some
CAS queries their nXCG and MAP scores are almost similar to baseline NEXI, if not better.
[Tan05] is another approach of NLQ2NEXI system. On the NLQ they first perform part-of-speech(POS)
tagging with TreeTagger[Sch94] and then assign a POS-dependent semantic representation. Context-free
syntactic rules describing the most current grammatical constructions in queries and questions are defined
to give a final logical representation. Semantic representation is then reduced with the help of above-defined
rules to recognize some typical constructors of a query and to distinguish between semantic elements mapping
to structure and to the content. A treatment of relations existing between different elements are explored
and finally NEXI query is formed from them. They take special care of noun phrases with two types:
1. simple noun phrases with rule N P → (ADJ|N OU N ) + N OU N , e.g. “graph theory” or “semantic
networks”
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2. complex noun phrase with rule N P → N P (P REP N P )+, e.g. “annotation in image retrieval”
However their system suffers from usual lexical ambiguity (synonymy, hyponymy, homographs), syntactic
ambiguity and corpus-dependent dissimilarity. Moreover these NLQ2NEXI systems also face a general
problem of evaluation as they produce only the inputs Hence evaluation is done indirectly through the
use of a common search engine. Their system top at INEX for VVCAS and VSCAS queries and come second
to in CO+S queries with general quantization.

4

Conclusion

With the advent of the information age and the widespread use of the Internet, there is an unprecedented
demand for effective and efficient techniques for handling these huge amount of data. Querying this data
and extracting relevant information out of it is not enough today, user wants more focussed and specific
information with as little non-relevant information as possible. XML as semi-structured data seems a potential candidate to meet our needs. The survey attempts to summarize the recent efforts that have been made
in this direction. Database community sees the solution to the problem by applying traditional database
techniques to XML data. They formulate SQL-like query languages, tries to address the problem of dataintegrity and referential integrity. On the other hand, IR community applies with some modification standard
IR techniques for focussed element-level retrieval. But despite some similarities with unstructured text, XML
needs special treatment in terms of relevance of its elements to a user query and in its evaluation. Hence we
need a new paradigm in its retrieval techniques and evaluation metrics. On the whole, XML as an research
area holds immense prospect which is not still extensively explored and therefore remains an interesting field
of further research.
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